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Abstract: In this work, we report about our research results [Fi20] initially published in the
journal Empirical Software Engineering, volume 25, issue 6, pp. 5295–5332, November 2020,
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10664-020-09884-x. We performed experiments on test reusability
across configurations of highly configurable software systems. First, we used manually written tests
for specific configurations of three configurable systems and investigated how changing configuration
options affects these tests. Subsequently, we applied an approach developed for automated reuse,
ECCO (Extraction and Composition for Clone-and-Own), to automatically generate tests for new
configurations from the existing, manually written tests. The experiments showed that our generated
tests had a higher or equal success rate compared to direct reuse and they generally achieved a higher
code coverage. It can be concluded that automating the reuse of tests for configurable software can
substantially reduce the effort for adapting existing tests and it supports a rigorous testing process.
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1 Summary

Many large software systems are designed to be highly configurable with hundreds or

thousands of configuration options. They introduce the flexibility to adapt the system

to specific customer needs. However, some combinations of configuration options may

result in undesired interactions, i.e., one option having unintended negative side effects

on the behavior associated with another configuration option. Testing configurations for

interactions is inherently challenging, because a large number of configuration options

means that there are often myriads of possible configurations that can be derived, each

showing a potentially different behavior. Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) selects

configurations that cover combinations of n configuration options (often referred to as

n-wise testing) to reduce the amount of configurations to test to a viable number [Lo15].

Nevertheless, the actual test cases still need to be adapted to reflect the individual behavior
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of each selected configuration, which can result in significant extra effort for testing. Thus,

Krüger et al. discussed the need for automated test refactoring for the adoption of more

systematic reuse approaches [Kr18]. In the presented work, we performed experiments on

test reuse across configurations of configurable software systems (RQ1) and investigate how

automated reuse affects the testing effort and the resulting coverage (RQ2).

The focus of our work is on reusing existing (e.g., manually written) test cases dedicated

to specific configurations of the system. These specific test cases are reused for testing

other, so far untested configurations combining previously tested configurations. We applied

an automated approach for reuse, ECCO (Extraction and Composition for Clone-and-

Own) [Fi14], to automatically generate new variants of tests from existing ones. ECCO

dissects the existing tests according to the related configuration options and combines

the obtained fragments to new test cases matching the options of the new configurations

under test. For our experiments, we used three different configurable systemsȷ StackSPL,

ArgoUML, and Bugzilla (version 3.4 and 5.1). We investigated direct reuse of existing

tests and automated reuse by generating tests for new configurations, which were obtained

by pairwise and three-wise combination of configuration options. The measures used for

evaluation were success rate (i.e., the number of test cases that passed on a new configuration

without adaption) and code coverage (as well as mutation testing for one of the systems).

Our experiments showed that a large proportion of the existing test cases could be reused

on new configurations. For our first two systems, nearly all individual test variants could

be directly reused, and for the two versions of Bugzilla from 70% to even 100% of tests

cases could be reused. Automatically reusing tests yielded better results in success rate (avg.

improvement 27.8%) and code coverage (avg. improvement 5-10.1%). These results suggest

a considerable advantage for applying automated test reuse over the direct reuse, which

requires additional manual effort for adapting failing test cases.
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